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1 INTRODUCTION 

In its first meeting on 13 September 2011, the ‘EUROPEAN MULTI-STAKEHOLDER FORUM ON 
ELECTRONIC INVOICING’ adopted

1
 the annual work programme. This work programme has not been 

made available publicly by the European Commission
2
 but it has found its way to disclosure via the 

Internet
3
. This document describes the Work Plan for Task 4 in this work programme. It is a ‘living 

document’. 

2 DEFINITION OF TASK 4 

The work programme describes Task 4 as follows: 
 

Task 4: Migration towards a single e-invoice standard data model 
 
The EU forum should discuss the co-existence of various e-invoice standard data models, 
their convergence towards the standard model recommended in the Commission 
Communication (UN / CEFACT CIIv2), and potential implementation guidelines. 
 
Suggestions for specific topics to be addressed: 
 

 Compatibility regarding the format and the content of various e-invoice messages, in 
particular in relation to the ISO 20022 Financial Invoice. 

 The implementation of the CIIv2 data model: how to ensure market take-up? 

 Coordination and exchange among the Forum’s members, the relevant CEN 
Workshops and existing projects, such as PEPPOL (electronic public procurement 
initiative at EU level) and e-Prior (Commission e-invoicing pilot project). 

 
A first discussion on the state of play and potentially identified problems should take place 
during the second meeting of the EU Forum (March/April 2012). 
Recommendations should be delivered in September 2012. 
 

The minutes of the meeting provide some additional details: 
 

Activity 4: "Migration towards a single e-invoice standard data model" 
 
Group leader: Peter Potgieser (Representative of CEN) 
Secretariat: Antonio Conte (European Commission) 
 
The group will assess the outstanding standardisation gaps and synergies among ongoing 
standardisation activities at European and international level. It will recommend specific 
actions that will attempt to resolve the identified problems. The compatibility of various e-
invoice messages (ISO 20022 e-invoice message, UBL message, Expert Group core invoice, 
etc.) with the Cross-Industry Invoice version 2 will be addressed. The group will not carry out 
standardisation activities but deliver policy/operational advice. 

                                                 
1
 http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/payments/docs/einvoicing/minutes-2011_09_13_en.pdf 

2
 http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/payments/einvoicing/index_en.htm 

3
 E.g. http://content.foreningshuset.se/kundmappar/7532/Work_Programme_EU_Forum.pdf 
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3 CHALLENGES FOR TASK 4 

The basis for Task 4 follows from the document COM (2010) 712 Final
4
, especially the statement: “The 

Commission wants to see e-invoicing become the predominant method of invoicing by 2020 in 
Europe”.  
 
The first major challenge comes from the fact, that this statement is not qualitative, nor quantitative. In 
order to be able to determine whether or not activities are / will be carried out that contribute to the 
statement, measurable criteria must be agreed that mirror this statement. It must be taken into 
account, that currently there are business environments where this statement is already true and there 
will be business environments where the statement will never be true, implying that there cannot be a 
single universal approach. 
 
The second and third major challenge come from the fact that the statement has been translated, 
following a series of sequential steps and activities, into a number of seemingly uncoordinated 
activities. The most important are Task 4, identified and allocated to the European Multi-Stakeholder 
Forum on e-Invoicing, and Actions 3.1, 3.2, 4.1 and 4.2 allocated to CEN in COM (2010) 712 Final. 
This means that: 
 

- A verification must be made that the Task and Actions indeed contribute in the presupposed 
way to the desired end situation 

- The effects that the Task and Actions are supposed to have in the Marketplace need to be 
designed at enabling a careful positioning in the developments related to the desired uptake of 
electronic invoicing in the Marketplace, such that mutual re-inforcement can be achieved. Here 
it should be taken into account that coordination amongst all the activities (including those 
resulting from the Task and Actions) via the European Multi-Stakeholder Forum is only 
possible to a limited extent. 

 
Note that ‘Coordination and exchange’ have been mentioned explicitely in the description of Task 4. 
Where Task and Action focus on ‘content’ of deliverables, coordination and exchange focus on 
‘process’ regarding deliverables. 
 
The fourth major challenges is implied by the fact that the various documents involved do not use 
uniform – and sometimes even ambiguous – language, where the audiences – including the decision 
makers – cannot be assumed to all have the same level of subject matter knowledge and hence there 
is the risk of different interpretations existing in parallel. An example is even given in the description of 
Task 4: ‘…various e-invoice standard data models, their convergence towards the standard model …’ 
that often seem to have different interpretations in the sense of ‘content’, ‘format’, ‘semantics’, ‘syntax’, 
…  

4 ACTIVITIES FOR TASK 4 

Taking into account the above mentioned challenges the following main activity clusters can be 
identified: 
 

4.1 Agree on SMART definition of required results 

 Identify relevant scenarios for the adoption and implementation of electronic invoicing 

 Identify quantitative criteria for ‘predominant method’ for each of these scenarios. 

                                                 
4
 http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=CELEX:52010DC0712:EN:NOT 
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 Determine influence of ‘external circumstances
5
’ 

 Agree with European Multi-Stakeholder Forum on e-Invoicing and European Commission 
 

4.2 The ‘WHAT’ and ‘HOW’ of activities 

For each of the relevant scenarios identified under 4.1: 
 

 Identify the activities that are required to come to the required results. 

 Identify the entities that are best placed to carry out these activities, given e.g. the required 
competences 

 Verify whether or not activities identified are already being carried out and if so, by what 
entities.  

 Determine, based on this verification, if additional activities are required and if so, if this can be 
catered for by either a ‘delta’ on agreed activities of entities or initiating new activities to be 
carried out by the best placed entity.  

 Verify the practical use of relevant deliverables agreed upon
6
 following previous activities. 

4.3 Establish coordination 

 As a follow up on recent decisions in the CEN Technical Board, a Coordination Group will be 
established. The Terms of Reference need to be drafted, discussed amongst the 31 European 
participating countries and agreed upon. 

 Coordination must be proposed for relations not covered in the previous bullet. The outcome 
of these proposals must be taken into account (especially if not accepted). 

4.4 Communication 

 Provide description(s) in appropriate language fostering the required understanding amongst 
the (relevant) stakeholders and well-informed decision making. 

4.5 Take care of required ‘enablers’ 

 Adding activities to the existing work of entities or initiating new activities may require 
resources like funding and FTEs. A preparatory agreement must be reached with the 
European Commission to establish the possibilities here. (‘Management of Expectations’) 

 Explore and agree the risks of intentional disjunct
7
 activities 

 Establish ‘reporting lines’ 
 

4.6  Include pending actions 

 Identify and progress (open) suggestions from CEN Meeting on ISO and UN/CEFACT 
convergence 

 Identify and progress (open) suggestions from CEN meeting on UBL and UN/CEFACT 
convergence 

 Other open and relevant actions 

5 PROJECT PLANNING AND MILESTONES 

>>> to be discussed and detailed <<< 

                                                 
5
 Example is a Member State, introducing e-Invoicing in B2G and enforcing a mechanism / standard 

6
 An example is the MUG – ‘'Core' Cross Industry Invoice European Message Implementation Guideline’ 

7
 An example could be independent projects started in the European market, whether or not initiated from the 

same singe source. 
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The work programme asks for Recommendations to be delivered in September 2012. Calculating 
backwards this implies the following milestones: 
 

- November/December 2011: kick off and agreement on questions for consultation;  
- January 2012: Start of activities – many in parallel 
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.Timetable / GANTT chart to be introduced here 
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6 LIST OF FORUM PARTICIPANTS IN TASK 4 

Peter Potgieser CEN peter.potgieser@rbs.com  

Alexander Safarik Pstrosz Czech Republic  safarik@itczlin.cz  

Petr Kuchar Czech Republic  petr.kuchar@abra.eu  

Helle Schade-
Sørensen 

Denmark hss@itst.dk  

Toomas Veersoo Estonia  toomas.veersoo@telema.com  

Taavi Valdlo Estonia  taavi.valdlo@riso.ee   

Edmund Gray  Ireland  edmundg@omni.ie  

Vincent Campbell Ireland  Vincent.campbell@opw.ie  

Mario Carmelo Piancaldini Italy  marioCarmelo.piancaldini@agenziaentrate.it  

Salvatore Stanziale Italy  Salvatore.stanziale@finanze.it  

Gatis Ozols  Latvia  gatis.ozols@varam.gov.lv  

Mara Cakste  Latvia  mara.cakste@fm.gov.lv  

Marc Hemmerling Luxembourg  hemmerling@abbl.lu  

Marc Hameleers Netherlands  m.a.h.m.hameleers@minez.nl  

David de Nood Netherlands  nood@vno-ncw.nl  

Tadeusz Rudnicki Poland  Tadeusz.Rudnicki@ilim.poznan.pl  

Martin Be?o Slovakia beno@gs1sk.org  

Karina Duvinger Sweden  karina.duvinger@gs1.se  

Peter  Norén Sweden  peter.noren@esv.se  

Gerhard Huemer UEAPME g.huemer@UEAPME.com   

Wojciech Wiewiórowski Art. 29 Working 
Party 

W_Wiewiorowski@giodo.gov.pl   

Gianfranco Tabasso  gianfranco.tabasso@fmsgroup.it 

Antonio Conte European 
Commission 

antonio.conte@ec.europa.eu 
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